
	  
	  
	  
	  
Written & Directed by Evan Gorski 
6-7 min. Dark Comedy  
Production Dates: September 12, 2014 – September 13, 2014 
 
SYNOPSIS: 
On Halloween night, Jack (26) attempts to revive his 
deceased fiancé with the help of two outlandish neighbors; 
Janice and Frank. At first, the séance appears to result in 
failure. After his neighbor’s depart and a few too many 
drinks are consumed, Anna’s tangible spirit appears. Jack 
is ecstatic. But, Anna’s not the least bit enthused to see 
him. Jack decides to kill himself so that he can be 
eternally bound to Anna. After a multitude of failed 
suicide attempts, Anna reveals she was going to break up 
with him. Only, she never got a chance to before she died. 
As a result, Jack shatters a vase and cuts his own throat. 
In a final awkward confrontation with spirit Jack and 
spirit Anna, they realize they are eternally bound forever. 
 
CHARACTER BREAKDOWNS: 
 
Jack (22-32) (Birth Month: June)(Astrology Sign: Cancer) 
Jack is a clingy, hopeless romantic who regards having a 
partner as essential as having food and water. Jack is 
attracted to oppositional personalities, looking past the 
negatives traits in people. That is, until his Fiancé Anna 
died and his entire outlook of life turned sour.  
 
Anna (22-30) (Birth Month: October)(Astrology Sign: Libra) 
Anna is a rebellious, beautiful woman with an acerbic 
attitude and no sense of filtering what comes out of her 
mouth. She despises all types of repetition found in 
personalities and desired to break up with Jack in last 
week they shared together. Ironically, a few days after her 
favorite Holiday, Halloween, Anna overdosed on a mix of 
Xanax and Prescription Painkillers.  
 
Janice (40-65) (Birth Month: March)(Astrology Sign: Pisces) 
Janice has given herself many names: Necromancer, Psychic, 
Sorceress of the Night. She is none of these things. Her 
obsessive imagination with spells of the unknown have done 
her more harm than good, given that everyone in the 
neighborhood thinks she’s a wannabe witch nutcase.  
 



Frank (40-65)(Birth Month: February)(Astrology Sign: 
Aquarius) 
Frank is a lazy romantic who is equal parts cordial as he 
is self-centered. He expects other people to do everything 
for him: cooking, cleaning, mowing the lawn, you name it. 
Fortunately for Frank, his 30-year-old marriage with Janice 
still holds strong, even if he does think his wife’s voodoo 
magic practices are a bit strange. 
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